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STJEPAN SEJIC continues the critically-acclaimed SUNSTONE series. A classy, sexy, fun, and

emotional look at two women and the alternative lifestyle they live.
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I have read both of these books and IÃ¢Â€Â™m drawn to talking about the second volume first. The

first volume is great. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s wonderful and I will be putting a review on the first one as well. But

I really felt like typing this feeling while it was still with me. To put it in a short way: the second

volume caught me off guard. The series paints an accurate portray of bdsm and how new or veteran

people reflect within it. The thoughts and feelings of Alley and Lisa strike close to me and feels like

IÃ¢Â€Â™m reading something that resembles my life. The excitement and the fear of meeting

someone new and not sure if you know what you want or even if itÃ¢Â€Â™s real. The ending hit

way too close to me and I actually teared up. I had to put the story down for a bit.Short version: This

is a really highly highly highly great story series. If youÃ¢Â€Â™re interested in bondage or bdsm and

an honest to God! love story that is grounded in reality, read this (that was a mouth full). Hell even if

bdsm isnÃ¢Â€Â™t your thing, just read this. Sunstone is great modern love story. It has a lot truth

and honesty.



Volume 2 of Sunstone cuts back on the sex and instead focuses on the characters. A number of

new people are introduced, and we also learn a good deal more about Ally.At the beginning of this

volume, Lisa gets a visit from Aunt Flo, and has to cancel her planned weekend with Ally. Instead

the two end up talking about how Ally and Alan first got involved. From their, the go to a BDSM club

and meet some new people, all old friends of Alan. I thought the relationship in this volume was

quite well written, showing how young lovers can end up overdoing something with skill.

Second volume for me...Been following Stjepan since he was first posting on Deviantart. This is a

superb series and though it is "adult" in nature it is much more than a "dirty comic"...The characters

are well-drawn and quite human and the interpersonal dramas would be good reading even without

the great drawing of Mr. Sejic.Highly recommended.

I love this series. The characters are very well developed, instantly grab your attention and hold on.

The subject matter is handled in a thoughtful and respectful manner. Alternative lifestyles are

presented in a clear way, and examined by several different points of view by different characters

within the book. If this were my lifestyle, this is how I would hope the people in my microcosm would

approach life. The relationships are portrayed in very a very real manner, with awkwardness and

fights getting as much attention as sexiness and romanticism. The respect paid to people of all

different walks of life is just tremendous. I know I repeated that point, but I did it on purpose: the

writers and artists should be commended for this portrayal.

One of the best comics I've read. Came recommended by a friend and was not disappointed.

Having checked the deviant art page, you can see where the author did things like further enhance

particular facial expressions between the drafts and the polished final, and the whole comic shows

several nice touches like that and general high quality craftsmanship. The characters have

dimension and heft, the supporting characters have depth, and without spoilering anything, from the

deviant art posts can mention that the series builds in later volumes to a very nice dramatic tension.

Series is so good phrases like "say sunstone and I win the game" and "chasing the curve" have

worked their way into the casual meme everyday conversation of people I know.

I saw the comic online first and fell in love. The price I paid for the print edition is way below what I

thought they'd charge! This is a very beautiful series that explores sensitive subject matter.



I absolutely love this series. They're beautifully illustrated and feature two gorgeous and

multi-faceted interesting characters. Even if you're not into BDSM in real life, it's still a sexy, fun, and

exciting read. Stjepan really has a knack for capturing the essence of trust in a relationship and

illustrating it in a delightfully sexy and fun way. The dialogue is absolutely perfect and I found myself

laughing along at their (mis) adventures and cheering on their blossoming relationship.

Stjepan is an artistic god. His work is so damn good and the story in these books is just as good.
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